How to build a robot buddy – ANSWERS
1. Match them up!
Match the words with the definitions.
a buddy

A cardboard box that we keep eggs in

secret

A cover, for example on a bottle or box, that we can open

a tissue box

A friend

an egg carton

Metal which is very, very thin, like a piece of paper

a lid

Other people don’t know about it

foil

To push something gently so it moves easily

to stick

A cardboard box that has tissues in it

to slide

To join together with glue

2. Where does it go?
Watch the video. Write these words in the correct group.
egg cartons

milk bottles

a tissue box

tissues

eggs

cardboard tubes

sticky tape

paper plates

things we need

things we don’t need

egg cartons

milk bottles

a tissue box
cardboard tubes
sticky tape

tissues
eggs
paper plates
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3. What’s the order?
Watch the video and put the sentences in order.
5

Glue the ends of the foil to the inside of the milk bottle lids.

7

Stick on some folded card for the arms.

1

Stick card over the hole in the tissue box to make the door.

4

Roll a big piece of foil into a sausage shape and bend it.

6

Slide the eyes into the cardboard tubes.

2

Stick the egg cartons on the sides of the tissue box.

8

Stick on some card for a control panel and a mouth.

3

Stick two cardboard tubes on top of the tissue box.

4. Write and draw!
Children make or imagine a robot buddy, then draw a picture and write
about it.
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